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Abstract

Recently, the attack trends have been changed from fast and widespread malware
propagation attacks to more sophisticated “targeted” attacks such as spy/adware, password
stealers, ransom-ware, and botenets etc. and the attacks are tried via the automated
malwares. In this situation, the malware is the most powerful weapon for the attackers. So,
the attackers do not want their malwares to be reviled by anti-virus analyzer. In order to
conceal their malware, malware programmers are getting utilize the anti reverse engineering
techniques and code changing techniques such as the packing, encoding and encryption
techniques. If the malware is packed or encrypted, then it is very difficult to analyze.
Therefore, to prevent the harmful effects of malware and to generate signatures for malware
detection, the packed and encrypted executable codes must initially be unpacked. The first
step of unpacking is to detect the packed executable files. In this paper, a packed file
detection technique based on a PE Header Analysis is proposed. In many cases, to pack and
unpack the executable codes, PE files have unusual attributes in their PE headers. In this
paper, these characteristics are utilized to detect the packed files. A Characteristic Vector
(CV) that consists of eight elements is defined, and the Euclidean distance (ED) of the CV is
calculated. The EDs of the packed files are calculated and represent the base threshold for
the detection of packed files.

1. Introduction
As the intent of computer hackers has been changed from fast and widespread malware
propagation to more sophisticated “targeted” attacks such as spy/adware, password stealers,
ransom-ware, and botnets etc., malware detection has become a crucial aspect of information
security [1, 2]. Actually, almost all the attacks are tried via the automated malwares which
can be controlled by the attackers via the legitimated network protocols.
Currently, the most popular malware detection technique involves the utilization of
signatures. Signature-based malware detection methods are very fast and effective, although
they often experience scalability problems [3]. In order to detect malware using a signature,
the first step involves the generation of the signature. Generating a signature involves an
initial analysis of the malware, which is difficult because almost all types of malware use the
anti reverse engineering techniques and the code changing techniques such as packing,
encoding, encrypting, anti-revering and/or obfuscation techniques. In this paper, we are going
to use the word ‘encoding’ and ‘packing’. Actually they have the same meaning.
Based on one report, the packing ratio of malware is greater than 92% [4]. In particular, the
packing of malware is the very first problem that an analyst should address. If it is impossible
to unpack a packed executable file, the analysis is impossible because the codes cannot be
understood.
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The very first step in the unpacking of packed file is to detect packed executable files.
Recently, many researchers and analysts have focused on packed file detection techniques. In
this paper, however, a new lightweight packed PE file detection technique based on the
characteristics of the headers of PE files is introduced.
Packed PE files were analyzed using the proposed technique. It was found that nearly
every type of packed PE file with common characteristics in the PE header that differ from
the normal files which are not packed can be detected. For example, with a packed file, it is
necessary to unpack the packed codes to execute the intended original codes. To unpack and
rewrite the codes, the code section should contain both executable and writable attributes
simultaneously. Typically, however, normal PE files do not contain sections of executable
and writable attributes together.
In this paper, the encoded executable file detection technique utilizes these differences
between the packed and normal files. To present the different features of the packed and nonpacked headers of PE files effectively, the Characteristic Vector (CV) is defined, which
consists of eight elements that can show these differences effectively. It calculates the
Euclidean distance (ED) [6] with the CV of a given PE file and classifies the PE file as
“Packed” or “Non-Packed”. It shows very good performance, as it checks only the selected
eight characteristics. Additionally, the overhead of the calculation of the Euclidean distance is
very low.
This paper is constructed as follows. In the next section, related works are discussed.
Section 3 summarizes the Windows PE file format. In section 4, the background is given of
the author’s work on packed PE file detection. The experimental results are explained in
section 5. Conclusions and a discussion of future works are given in section 6.

2. Related Works
2.1. Using entropy analysis to find encrypted and packed malware [9]
Lyda and Hamrock present an encrypted and packed malware detection technique
based on entropy analysis. In their paper, they analyzed packed PE files via the byte
distribution.
A set of metrics are developed that analysts can use to generalize the entropy
attributes of packed or encrypted executable and thus distinguish them from native
(non-packed or unencrypted) executables. As such, this methodology computes entropy
at a naive model level, in which entropy is computed based only on the occurrence
frequency of certain bytes of an executable without considering how these bytes were
produced.
Entropy analysis examines the statistical variation in malware executables, enabling
analysts to identify packed and encrypted samples quickly and efficiently.
2.2. PEiD[10]
PEiD is most commonly used with signature-based packers, cryptors and compilers for PE
file detection. At present, it can detect more than 600 different signatures in PE files. PEiD is
unique in some regard when compared to other identifiers. Its detection rates are pretty good
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among the current identifiers. Moreover, it has a plugin interface that supports plugins such as
Generic OEP Finder and Krypto ANALyzer. Finally, it is free and easy to use.
In this paper, the packed file detection results re compared with those of PEiD, which
adopts the newest packer DB.

Figure 1. PEiD [10]

2.3. Ollydbg[11]
OllyDbg is a debugger that emphasizes binary code analysis, which is useful when source
code is not available. It traces registers, recognizes procedures, API calls, switches, tables,
constants and strings, as well as locates routines from object files and libraries. According to
the program's help file, version 1.10 is the final 1.x release. Version 2.0 is in development and
is being written from the ground up. The software is free of cost, but the shareware license
requires users to register with the author. OllyDbg is only available in 32-bit binaries.
OllyDbg shows the message box that the input file is packed when the file is detected as a
packed or encrypted file.
2.4. Exeinfo PE[45]
Exeinfo PE is an ongoing work for packed PE file detection and PE header information
extraction. It shows the entrypoint, file offset, compiler information and the unpack
information of the input file.

Figure 2. Exeinfo PE [45]
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3. PE file format
There are many types of executable files. Every operating system has its own executable
file formats. For example, there are PE files for Windows NT or XP, ELF files for Linux, and
COM files for MS-DOS. In this paper, only the Windows PE files are addressed, as currently,
most malware targets are MS-Windows systems, and the PE files represent the main route of
implementation.

Figure 3. Windows PE File Format [7]

In Figure 3, the Windows PE file format is illustrated. As shown in Figure 3, a Windows
PE file consists of four parts, a DOS header and related data, NT headers, a section table, and
section data. In these parts, there are numerous attributes for PE file executions. The value of
each attribute has its normal range, and some attributes are related to other attributes. Hence,
one value of one attribute can be affected by the value of another attribute. In normal PE files,
the relationship is very tight. For example, if the “Characteristics” attribute of a section has
the
“IMAGE_SCN_CNT_CODE”
flag,
it
usually
also
has
the
“IMAGE_SCN_MEM_EXECUTE” flag, as the executable part is typically the code.
However, if a file is packed, some relationships between the attributes are broken. In this
paper, this feature is utilized to detect packed PE files.

4. PE Header Analysis-based packed file Detection
This paper proposes the PE file Header Analysis-based packed or encoded file Detection
technique. It utilizes the differences between the attributes of normal and packed files in the
PE file header.
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4.1. Characteristic vectors
In order to describe the characteristics of a normal and a packed PE file, eight
characteristic values (V) are selected from the attributes and status of the PE file header. With
these values, the characteristic vector CV for file F is defined as follows:
CVF = {VF,1, VF,2, … VF,8}

(1)

Each characteristic value is depicted in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristic Values

Characteristic
Values
VF,1

Description

VF,3

The number of executable & writable sections
The number of the sections which is executable but not a code, or
which is not executable but a code
The number of the section which name is not printable

VF,4

If there is NO executable sections , it is 1

VF,5

If the sum of every section’s size is bigger than the file size, it is 1

VF,6
VF,7

If the position of the PE signature is less than the size of
IMAGE_DOS_HEADER, it is 1
If the section of entrypoint isn’t executable, it is 1

VF,8

If the section of entrypoint isn’t code, it is 1

VF,2

These characteristic values are selected via heuristic analysis of the value of each field in
normal and packed PE files. Upon the first analysis, the values of all the fields of the headers
of normal and packed PE files are extracted and comparisons are made of the differences
between the values. Some fields contain completely different values while some other values
are identical. Based on the extracted values, the characteristic values are selected.
Table 2. Average Characteristic Values

Packed Files
Non-packed Files

VF,1
2.56
0.00

VF,2
1.36
0.00

VF,3
1.41
0.00

VF,4
0.17
0.00

VF,5
0.08
0.00

VF,6
0.15
0.00

VF,7
0.27
0.00

VF,8
0.51
0.00

The average characteristic values were fetched from 100 packed files and 100 non-packed
files. The results are shown in Table 2. Table 2 shows that the differences between packed
files and non-packed files are very large.
Actually each characteristic has special mean. In VF,1, executable and writable section
means that a executable section could be modified during the running time. It is the packed
file’s typical characteristic. Therefore if there are many executable and writable sections then
we can say that the file could be the packed executable file with high possibilities. VF,2 means
that a certain section is modified intentionally for anti reversing techniques. Therefore, if VF,2
is found then we can say the executable code is modified. VF,3 is frequently occurred when a
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special pack algorithm is adopted. Basically, the section name should be a printable character
string but if a special pack algorithm is adopted then the name is changed. Some pack
algorithm changes the section itself, so some times it creates several sections. When a new
section is created by a pack algorithm, the attributes of some sections are set as abnormal
status. One of them is executable section setting. Just like VF,4 some pack algorithm forgets to
set the executable characteristic on a code section. VF,5 and VF,6 are about the size calculation
and resizing problem of the created sections. VF,7 and VF,8 are about the entrypoint setting
problem.
4.2. Euclidean distance
Now, we can differentiate a PE file by the Characteristic Vector CV. It means that the CV
is a kind of a files signature and characteristics about how close from packed PE file.
Therefore, if we can quantify the total distance of a CV, then it means that the file is close to
packed PE file that much.
For the quantifying, we choose the Euclidean distance. With the CVs, the Euclidean
distance (ED(F)) of a PE file F is defined. The definition is as follows:
∑

VF,

(2)

The decision that a PE file is packed would be done with a threshold value. For that, the
Euclidean distances of sample 100 packed PE files were calculated to determine the minimum
threshold. The calculated EDs are shown in Figure 4.
The smallest ED value among those 100 packed PE files is 1.414214. Hence, the minimum
threshold of the Euclidean distance of a packed file is determined heuristically as 1.4.

Figure 4. Euclidean Distances for 100 packed files
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As we have explained, the threshold value is calculated with the sample PE files.
Therefore, if the sample files are changed then the threshold could be changed. However, the
selected characteristics for CV are not shown in the normal PE files. It means that even if the
sample files are changed, the threshold variation would not be very big.

5. Experimental results
This approach was tested with 1,027 PE files. In those 1,027 PE files, there were 437
packed and 590 non-packed files. The test files were gathered from the “Program Files”
and “system32” folders in Microsoft Windows XP operating system, downloaded from
the Internet, and received from an anti-virus vendor. The PE files from the anti-virus
vendor contained malware such as viruses and computer worms.
At the beginning, whether or not the files in the test sets were packed or unpacked
was unknown. Therefore, all of the files in the test sets were analyzed with OllyDbg [11]
and IDA Pro [12]. These tools are very helpful to inspect executable codes and
determine whether a file is packed or not.
In our inspection the files are investigated manually and checked the packed files
based on the section names of the PE files, some signatures about the dedicated packers
on the codes, and some operation codes that are used for runtime code modification, etc.
Actually the information about the packers is based on the analyzer’s personal
experience. Therefore it is very difficult to formalize that is the reason why we check
the test files manually.

Figure 5. Euclidean Distances for the whole test set

At first, we have calculated the Euclidean distances for all the 1,027 test files. In
Figure 5, all 1,027 PE files’ EDs are given.
As we mentioned before, this technique determines whether a given PE file, F, is
packed or not by comparing the ED(F) value with the minimum threshold of packed PE
files. So, we compared the calculated EDs with the minimum threshold and decided
whether the files are packed or not. The results are as follows.
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The total experimental results are given in Table 3. The detection rate of this
technique was 93.59% and the false positive rate was 3.99%. As mentioned in section
2.2, the detection results were compared with those of PEiD.
The detection rate of PEiD was 75.06% and false negative rate was 24.94%.
Although the packer database of PEiD was updated, the detection rates of this technique
were higher compared to those of PEiD.
In this experiment, we assumed that the PEiD would have no false positive case,
because it uses the carefully examined signatures.
Table 3. Comparison between PEiD & Our technique

PEiD
Total Test Set
(Packed/Not Packed)
Detection Results(Packed/Not Packed)
Detection Results(False Positives/False Negatives)
Detection Rate
False Positives Rate
False Negatives Rate

1027
(437/590)
328/699
0/109
75.06%
0.00%
24.94%

Our technique
1027
(437/590)
426/601
17/28
93.59%
3.99%
6.41%

From this experiment, we can say that our approach has much higher packed file
detection rates and much lower false negative rates. As we can see in the Table 3, the
false positives rate of our technique is 3.99%. It is because all the characteristic values
are selected based on the characteristics of sample files. Therefore, some characteristics
could be presented in the normal files.

6. Conclusions and future works
This study presents a new PE header analysis-based packed PE file detection
technique. It utilizes the fact that the PE header’s features of packed files are different
from those of normal non-packed PE files. For example, with packed PE files, it should
be possible to modify and rewrite the executable codes. To change the codes in a PE
file, the code section should contain the both executable and writable attributes. This is
not the normal status of non-packed PE files.
These characteristics were selected by analyzing and comparing packed and nonpacked PE files. Based on the results of the analysis eight features were selected. Using
these features, the characteristic vector (CV) was defined. With the CV, it calculates the
Euclidean distance of a given PE file and determines the status (packed or non-packed)
of the PE file.
The packed file detection rate of this technique was approximately 93.59%, which is
much higher than that of PEiD, which currently is the mostly commonly used packed
file detector. The proposed technique is also very effective because it checks only the
selected eight features. Additionally, the Euclidean distance calculation does not require
many resources.
In the future, research on malware detection via a PE header analysis will be
conducted. Essentially nearly all types of malware are packed and encrypted. Therefore,
it is possible to use the proposed analysis method to detect these types of packed files.
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In this paper, we utilized the Euclidean distance to quantify the amount of difference
of characteristic values between normal files and packed files. However, Euclidean
distance is very simple distance calculation algorithm so if we adopt other algorithms
for the quantifying, then the results could be upgraded. For that, instead of Euclidean
distance we are going to adopt the mahalanobis distance algorithm in the future.
Because, there is a research about that if the elements of a vector have different orders
then the mahalanobis distance is better than Euclidean distance to calculate the distance
between the vector values – in this paper, the characteristic vectors.
Our approach checks only about the PE file’s header area, so it does not need the
body of the executable files. It means that it can check whether the file is packed or not
only with a part of a file. This characteristic could be used for network based packed
file detection technique.
We hope that this work could be helpful to analyze the malwares and can give some
useful information to malware analyst.
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